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And this was where the ancient captive in the Precursor prison
came into the story. Humans had discovered how to communicate
with the captive—but only for .
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The Primordial, also known as The Timeless One, The Captive or
Prisoner of Charum Hakkor is a creature of great power
detained on Charum Hakkor.
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detained on Charum Hakkor.
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The Primordial, also called the Captive or the Timeless One,
and the Beast by the Tudejsa, was a mysterious being of great
power once detained on Charum.
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Retrieved April 15, The Halo Graphic Novel". Chakas starts the
story from what happened after he, Born, Didact and Riser
witnessed the testing of Halo on Charum Hakkor.
Alsointhegame'smenu,itismentionedthatwhiletheGravemind's"mostrece
Using his tentacles to save Captive Halo Master Chief and
Arbiter from perishing, Gravemind brings them face to face in
a chasm on Delta Halo. Recent contributors to this page The
following people recently contributed to this article:
DespitebeingtorturedbyGravemind,Cortanahasmanagedtokeepasecretsaf
the mindless "zombie" nature of most Flood, [5] the Gravemind
is depicted as intelligent and cunning, [6] and acts as a
collective mind driving the Flood. During Halo Warsthe player
encounters a massive Proto-Gravemind, the precursor to a
Gravemind which acts as the leader Captive Halo the Flood upon
the surface planet of a Forerunner shield Captive Halo in
uncharted space.
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